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Inspection Summary:
Inspection on December 5-31, 1983 (Report No. 50-333/83-29)
Areas Inspected: Routine and reactive inspection during day and backshift hours
by one resident inspector (47 hours) of licensee action on previous inspection
findings, licensee event report review, operational safety verification, surveillance
observations, maintenance observations, followup on licensee event, and review of
periodic and special reports.

Results: No violations were observed in the areas inspected.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

R. Baker, Technical Services Superintendent
R. Burns, Vice President, Nuclear Support-BWR
T. Butler, Outage Coordinator
V. Childs, Assistant Operations Superintendent

*R. Converse, Superintendent of Power
M. Cosgrove, Quality Assurance Superintendent
M. Curling, Training Superintendent
W. Fernandez, Maintenance Superintendent
H. Keith, Instrument and Control Superintendent
D. Lindsey, Assistant Operations Superintendent
R. Liseno, Operations Superintendent

*C. McNeill, Resident Manager
E. Mulcahey, Radiological & Environmental Services Superintendent
T. Teifke, Security & Safety Superintendent

*V. Walz, Senior Plant Engineering Supervisor
R. Wiese, Assistant Maintenance Superintendent

The inspector also interviewed other licensee personnel during this
inspection including shift supervisors, administrative, operations,
health physics, security, in::trument and control, and maintenance personnel.

* Denotes those present at the exit interview.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

(Closed) UNRESOLVED ITEM (333/80-01-01): The inspector examined
several 4160 volt (V) breakers and verified that the fuses in the
4160V panels have been labeled to identify the fuse function. The
inspector also noted that permanent precautionary notices have been
installed on the outside of the 4160V switchgear warning operators
of the consequences of removing undervoltage relay or potential
transformer fuses.

(Closed) INSPECTOR FOLLOWUP ITEM (333/83-12-03): As noted in
paragraph 5.of Inspection Report No. 50-333/83-28, the inspector
identified several errors with Technical Specification Table 3.7-1,
including the omission of the High Pressure Coolant Injection
Outboard Isolation Bypass Valve (23-MOV-60). The inspector initiated
a followup item to verify that the licensee revises the Technical
Specifications to correct these errors. This item is closed for
administrative purposes.

3. Licensee Event Report (LER) Review

The inspector reviewed LER's to verify that the details of the events
were clearly reported. The inspector determined that reporting
requirements had been met, the report was adequate to assess the event,
the cause appeared accurate and was supported by details, corrective
actions appeared appropriate to correct the cause, the form was complete
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and generic applicability to other plants was not in question.

LER's 83-049*, 83-056, 83-058, 83-059, 83-060* and 83-061 were reviewed.
*LER's selected for onsite followup.

LER 83-049 reported that during a general area visual inspection an
operator found that the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) Turbine
stop valve stem was fractured. The licensee declared the HPCI system
inoperable and installed a new stem in the turbine stop valve. The
licensee has sent the fractured valve stem to a contractor for metallurgical
analysis to detemine the cause of the failure and will update the LER when
this information becomes available. The inspector will review this revised
LER when issued. (333/83-29-01)

LER 83-060 reported that an incorrect valve trotor actuator was installed on
the Residual Heat Removal Suppression Pool Cooling Outboard Containment
Isolation valve (10-MOV-39B) during maintenance on the valve in 1977. The
replacement actuator did not meet the design requirements of the original
actuator. Additional details of this event are described in paragraph 6.
of Inspection Report 50-333/83-28. The inspector informed the licensee
that the LER does not indicate whether or not the valve was operable during
this time period as required by Technical Specification 3.5.B.1. The
licensee is in the process of evaluating whether or not valve 10-M0V-39B
was operable with the replacement actuator and stated that the LER will be
updated to include this infomation when the evaluation is completed. The
inspector will review the revised LER during a subsequent inspection.
(333/83-29-02)

4. Oyarational Safety Verification

a. _ Control Room Observations

Daily, the inspector. verified selected plant parameters and equipment
availability to ensure compliance with limiting conditions for
operation of the plant Technical Specifications. Selected lit
annunciators were discussed with control room operators to verify
that the reasons for them were understood and corrective action, if
required, was being taken. The inspector observed shift turnovers

-biweekly to ensure proper control room and shift manning. The
inspector directly observed the operations listed below to ensure
adherence to approved procedures:

Routine Power Operation--

Issuance of RWP's and Work Request / Event / Deficiency forms--

No violations were identified,

b. Shift Logs and Operating Records

Selected shift logs and operating records were reviewed to obtain
information en plant problems and operations, detect changes and
trends in performance, detect possible conflicts with Technical

,
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Specifications or regulatory requirements, detennine that records
are being maintained and reviewed as required, and assess the
effectiveness of the communications provided by the logs.

No violations were identified,

c. Plant Tours

During the inspection period, the inspector made observations and
conducted tours of the plant. During the plant tours, the inspector
conducted a visual inspection of selected piping between containment
and the isolation valves for leakage or leakage paths. This included
verification that manual valves were shut, capped and locked when
required and that motor operated valves were not mechanically blocked.
The inspector also checked fire protection, housekeeping / cleanliness,
radiation protection, and physical security conditions to ensure
compliance with plant procedures and regulatory requirements.

No violations were identified.

d. Tagout Verification

The inspector verified that the following safety-related protective
tagout records (PTR's) were proper by observing the positions of
breakers, switches and/or valves.

-- PTR 831426 on the'H' Intermediate Range Monitor

-- PTR 831398 on the 'A'Radwaste Building Exhaust Monitor

No violation; were identified.

e. Emergency System Operability

The inspector verified operability of the following systems by
ensuring that each accessible valve in the primary flow path was
in the correct poe.ition, by confirming that power supplies and
breakers were properly aligned for components that must activate
upon an initiation signal, and by visual inspection of the major
components for leakage and other conditions which might prevent
fulfillment of their functional requirements.

-- Standby Gas Treatment System

-- Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel Oil and Air Start Systems

-- Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System

Low Pressure Coolant Injection System--

No violations were identified.

.
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5. Surveillance Observations

The inspector observed portions of the surveillance procedures listed
below to verify that the test instrumentation was properly calibrated,
approved procedures were used, the work was performed by qualified
personnel, limiting conditions for operation were met, and the system
was correctly restored following the testing:

F-ISP-47, Main Steam Line Low Pressure Instrument Functional Test /--

Calibration, Revision 5, dated November 16, 1983, performed
December 12, 1983.

F-ISP-3, Reactor High/ Low Water Level Instrument Functional Test /--

Calibration, Revision 10, dated August 3, 1983, performed
December 20, 1983.

F-ISP-9-1, RCIC Steam Line High Flow Instrument Functional Test /--

Calibration, Revision 9, dated May 11, 1983, performed'

December 28, 1983.

No violations were identified.

6. Maintenance Observations

a. The inspector observed portions of various safety-related maintenance
activities to determine that redundant components were operable,
these activities did not violate the limiting conditions for operation,
required administrative approvals and tagouts were obtained prior to
initiating the work, approved procedures were used or the activity was
within the " skills of the trade," appropriate radiological controls
were properly implemented, ignition / fire prevention controls were
properly implemented, and equipment was properly tested prior to
returning it to service.

b. During this inspection period, the following activity was observed:

WR 20/31082 on the repair of the liquid effluent isolation valves.
~

--

No violations were identified.

7. Followup on Licensee Event

At approximately 1:12 p.m. on December 27, 1983, while maintenance personnel
were installing a piping bypass around the recombiner system drying towers,
turbine building count rate rapidly increased and resulted in a turbine
building ventilation system isolation. The turbine building (TB) ventilation
exhaust monitor isolation setpoint is 25,000 counts per minute (cpm) while
Technical Specification Tpble 3.2-4 requires that the TB ventilation system
be isolated at i 1.8 x 100 cpm. A review of the TB ventilation exhaust
monitor chart recorder indicated that the highest turbine building airborne-

radioactivity during the event was approximately 1.5 x 105 cpm. The inspector
also reviewed Protective Tagout Record No. 831482 and tne Recombiner System

,

r

Drawings (Figures OP-24A-1 and OP-24A-2) and independently determined that the
recombiner had been properly isolated and tagged out for the maintenance on
the drying towers.
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The licensee imediately stopped the work cn the drying towers and
evacuated the maintenance personnel,who had been wearing full face
rspirators, from the turbine building. The licensee also began
taking air samples in various turbine building locations to determine
the extent of the problem. At 1:30 p.m., the licensee overrode the
ventilation system automatic isolation and restored ventilation to
determine if the offgas release into the turbine building had terminated
and to reduce steam tunnel temperature in order to prevent a Group I
isolation. With the turbine building ventilaticn restored, the turbine
building count rate remained greater than 30,000 cpm,with no indication
that it was decreasing, and the licensee concluded that the release
from the offgas system was continuing. The licensee then secured the
turbine building ventilation with the exception of intermittently
running the steam tunnel fans to maintain steam tunnel temperature at
a safe level. At approximately 2:30 p.m., the maintenance personnel
who had initially worked on the drying towers reentered the dryer tower
area in air line respirators to restore the system to a sealed condition.
At 2:45 p.m., this work was completed. With turbine building ventilation
restored, the licensee now noted that although the turbine building count
rate was greater than 80,000 cpm it was trending downward, and the licensee
determined the release from the offgas system was terminated.

The licensee subsequently determined that the offgas system release
occurred when maintenance personnel opened a joint on a recombiner system
dryer four way valve. It appears that a backflow of offgas from the
thirty minute holdup pipe and through one or both leaking dryer relief
valves provided the source of the offgas. This line was not isolable.

,
No Technical Specification release limits were exceeded during the event

| and whole body counts taken of the two individuals who entered the drying
tower room for repairs indicated no internal contamination. Based on a
review of this turbine building isolation, which included discussions
with personnel involved with the event and a review of the licensee
critique of the event, the inspector had no further questions regarding
the event.

| 8. Review of Periodic and Special Reports
1

Upon receipt, the inspector reviewed periodic and special reports. The
| review included the following: Inclusion of information required by the

NRC; test results and/or supporting information consistent with design
i predictions and performance specifications; planned corrective action for
| resolution of problems, and reportability and validity of report information. i

The following periodic report was reviewed:
;

November 1983 Operating Status Report, dated December 9, 1983.--

9. Exit Interview

At periodic intervals during the course of this inspection, meetings were
held with senior facility management to discuss inspection scope and findings.
On January 11, 1984, the inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted
in paragraph 1.) and sumarized the scope and findings of the inspection as
they are described in this report.
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